PRESS RELEASE

Splendid Prospects
New

INPROJAL

20.000

furniture

installation

programme convinces with innovative and modern
designs
Splendour and glamour with the system supplier for caravans
and mobile homes: with INPROJAL 20.000, FAWO is
presenting the further development of the small format electrical
installation programme 10.000. And it is enthusing caravan fans
with a high quality, superior look.
The new fittings installation programme is extending the
previous

10.000

version,

and

unchanged

installation

dimensions enable a rapid addition to the previous model. At
the same time all of the multifunctional parts from the previous
programme (USB charging cable or TV combi) can be installed
in the new version.
An upgrade is worthwhile, as with the maximised dimensions of
the functional surfaces, wall installation without milling, and
adapter frames with centring tabs for secure installation,
INPROJAL 20.000 offers numerous top class functions. A new
hinged cap with a concealed axis for all of the sockets makes
the combination perfect. The sockets are available with a
choice

of

technology.

either

spring

clamping

or

screw

connection

The switches and keypad have also been technically revised: a
reduction of the construction heights, shorter switch travel and
the optimisation of the pressure point offer caravan travellers
even more future comfort. In addition to this, with ultramodern
LED technology in 12 and 230 volt configuration, the chic
control switches bring a genuine sense of splendour to the
home. The programme is further enhanced by a 5-pin button.
INPROJAL 20.000 also offers something for the eyes with a
precisely configured, chic design. Whether understated and
elegant white, timelessly classic slate grey or a classic,
structuring black – all of the colour versions for the cover frame
and installed parts can be combined with each other according
to your personal taste. In addition to this, galvanised frames
and satinised control elements provide splendid visuals down to
the smallest detail.
Simply try it out yourself and find your personal design
combination from nine chic options. Create a bit of glamour in
your world of mobile living.
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